Waskom, Michael Decoding PFC Patterns Apr 6 2012

FriSem in Jordan 050;  (I missed first several mins);


Key issue:  have subject=S do some task involving some form
of alternation.  Is the pattern that underlies the form of that alternation
present in some form in the PFC= prefrontal cortex, such that
it can be read out by fMRI?  (albeit in some distributed form)

is rule info present in distrib PFC patterns?

can u characterize  subregions of PFC  based on  tasks?

he looks at 

IFS = infer frontal sulcus
aMFG  = anter  Middle Frontal Gyrus
SFG etc.

freq u see inferior parietal sulcus along with  PFC

so, is rule info present in parietal cortex?

it IS over 66% of time in  parietal cortex

**

Does context influence stimulus proc in visual cortex?

largest r**2 is  visual  with an  r2 of  0.65

so,  there is a top-down  control  signal...
 to
1) characterize the pattern
this is a color match task...

SUMMARY:  rule decoding

decoding is strongest in  IFS  region relative to other prefrontal areas  

and  task context can be decoded from IPS and visual areas

relative timing of encoding accuracy provides evidence of top-down control

.....

do people do  better when attn is maintained  (by pfc, which is adjacent to FEF= frontal eye field)

***

DECODING ABSTRACT STRUCTURE

what info is actually respres in PFC?

one impt aspect of cognitive control is abstraction..


inspired  by macaques test...

they were given a task in which they could push, pull or turn with an articulated arm .

example... push turn push turn  vs

turn, pull, turn, pull

vs pus push turn turn

blocks of ten:  five instructed and five guided by memory

WHILE  electrodes were recording...

based on SHIMA et al in NATURE 2007

recorded from single electrodes...


****
he uses humans in fMRI

do  seq task...

see an exemplar sequence and then do it...

4 component motor actions: L R up and down

do  repeated  AABB or
ABAB or  reflected  ABBA

can we decode  abstract struc of task from pfc...

eg  train on  LLRR then do

UPUPDOWNDOWN.. can we see the similarity...


is pfc  repres  an  abstraction of the task?


4 compoent percept stim:

o degr ,  45, 90 and 135  BW grids

train on  0,90,90,0

test on 45,135,135,45


ie  is  there cross domain decoding

train on  LLUPUP 
and test on 90904545

he's in Stfd Mem Lab with Anthony Wagner...

****

his  hypoth...
PFC is directing attn... so it needs to anticipate  a pattern of perception 
 (eg  UPUPDOWNDOWN...
helps u do the perception...

so,  does it help u do an oddball judgment task..

Mike Q:  can u also generalize pattern from visual to auditory... 
eg  honk tweet tweet honk  is also related to the vis pattern..
cross modal  (mike claims that young infants do that)...



